
 

 

St Paul’s Uniform Guideline 
FORMAL UNIFORM (Years 1-6): 

✓ Unisex  shirt in school fabric 
✓ Dress optional for girls 
✓ Navy shorts or skorts (medium length leg)     
✓ Socks: School socks are preferred, or short, plain navy socks (visible above the shoe) may also be 

worn if needed.  
✓ Black leather or imitation black leather shoes     
✓ School hat (new style only)            

     
SPORT UNIFORM: (worn on PE day and Friday) 

✓ St Paul’s unisex Polo shirt       
✓ Navy school sports shorts   
✓ Socks: School socks are preferred, or short, plain navy socks (visible above the shoe) may also be 

worn if needed.  
✓ Black joggers                                        
✓ School hat (new style only)         

 
PREP  

✓ St Paul’s unisex Polo shirt  
✓ Navy shorts or skort (medium length leg) 
✓ School sports shorts optional     
✓ Socks: School socks are preferred, or short, plain navy socks (visible above the shoe) may also be 

worn if needed.  
✓ Black leather or imitation black leather shoes    
✓ School hat (new style only)           

 
COLD WEATHER 
The following items may be worn: 

✓ School Jacket 
✓ Plain navy zip up or pullover jumper (no hoodies) 
✓ Plain navy track pants 
✓ Navy stockings, leggings or tights under shorts/skorts 
✓ Navy skivvy under school shirt 

 
CONDITION OF UNIFORM 
Uniforms must be clean, neat and in good order. Damaged uniform items must be replaced. 
 
JEWELLERY 
Only the following jewellery may be worn: 

✓ Wrist watch 
✓ A signet ring 
✓ Small gold or silver cross / religious medallion on a chain 
✓ Small plain gold or silver sleepers or gold, silver or gem studs (less than 8mm). One earring 

is permitted per ear lobe. No other body piercing permitted 
✓ Medical alert bracelet or necklace 

   



 

 

Wearable Technology is not permitted at school under any circumstances due to their multiple 
functions which all pose a safety risk to students: 

• Connectivity (Wi-Fi networks) 
• Communication (email, SMS) 
• Video/image capture 

  
HAIR 

✓ Hair is to be the student’s own natural colour. 
✓ Hairstyles that vary in length are not permitted (eg. undercuts, tracks, rat’s tails, mullets, 

mohawks etc.). Other similar cuts/styles require the approval of the principal at time of 
enrolment or before having a style change. 

✓ Hair, when shoulder length or longer, is to be tied back. 
✓ All hair accessories are to be red, blue, white, brown or black. 
✓ Hair is to be neat and tidy. 
If doubt exists with a style of hair, a student or parent should check with the Principal at time of 

enrolment or before having a style change. 
MAKEUP 
Makeup is not permitted to be worn. 
 
FINGERNAILS 
Fingernails should be trimmed to fingertip length. Coloured fingernail polish is not permitted. 
 
'FREE DRESS' DAYS 
On ‘free dress’ days, students must wear appropriate clothing which is not revealing and doesn’t carry 
inappropriate images or messages. 

✓ Sun safe practices must be followed. 
✓ Thongs and scuffs are not permitted. 

 
SECURITY 
All clothing should be clearly marked with the student’s name.  
 
SUPPLIERS  
Wearitto is the only supplier of our school uniform and school hat. Navy socks and jumpers can be 
purchased from both Wearitto and other major department stores. 
 
NON COMPLIANCE 

✓ Families are required to inform the class teacher or administration if a student is wearing 
incorrect aspects of the uniform for an unavoidable reason.   

✓ The school will communicate with parents of children who are repeatedly non-compliant 
with the prescribed uniform and will take action to maintain compliance. This includes 
wearing the wrong uniform on a wrong day. 

DETERMINING ACCEPTABLE CLOTHING 
The Principal retains the right to decide what is acceptable uniform and appearance of students of St 

Paul’s Catholic Primary School.  
 


